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AGC Chemicals is dedicated to pursuing clean energy technologies to meet future demand while protecting our planet. In the hydrogen and fuel cell industries, we offer solutions throughout all five major stages of the production, generation, and distribution processes.
Powering the Hydrogen Energy Value Chain with AGC’s Advanced Technologies

3 H₂ Storage
- LUMIFLON for exterior tank coatings
- Fluon® ETFE for storage and transport hose lines; retrolined ETFE or PTFE for pump liners
- Fluon® PTFE for fuel cell feed humidification

4 H₂ Transport
- AFLAS® as sealing material in hydrogen valves
- Fluon® PTFE for tank and pipeline linings
- AFLAS® as a sealing material for hydrogen components
- EV or FHEV charging stations coatings

5 Mobility Conversion to Energy/Fuel Cells
- FORBLUE® S-SERIES for redox flow batteries
- FORBLUE® sunsep for fuel cell electrodes and membranes
- FORBLUE® i-SERIES ionomer dispersions for fuel cell electrodes and membranes

For more information, please visit us at agcchem.com
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The information provided herein is related only to the specific product designated and may not be applicable where such product is used in combination with any other materials or in any process.

NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OF ANY OTHER NATURE, ARE MADE HEREBY.

The user of this product has the sole responsibility to determine the suitability of the product for any use and manner of use intended. This document may be revised after its issuance, and the user is advised to use the latest revision.
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Visit our website for compliance information and industry certifications.

FLUON®, AFLASH®, LUMIFLON®, and FORBLUE™ are registered trademarks of AGC Inc.